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Today:

▪ Landscapes

▪ Block assignment

▪ Detail problem introduction

▪ Homework







Block assignment:

Research a problem in the field of (or related to) procedural art.

(you may assume significant freedom within these requirements)

Deliverables:

1. A report, detailing your exploration, determination of state-of-the-
art, detail research and solution.

2. A proof-of-concept application that validates your solution.

3. A 15-minute presentation of the report and application.



Example topics

Procedural clouds

Procedural rocks

A procedural atomic blast

Procedural man-made objects

Procedural celestial bodies

Balance: focus, scope, originality



Example topics

Alternatives to Perlin/Worley

Alternatives to height maps

Study of user control in PA tools

Study of artist requirements in PA

Simulation / physical correctness

Procedural prop placement



Example topics

Crystals and snowflakes

Procedural weather (rain / snow / hail)

Ecosystems

Volumetric textures

Procedural sound

Procedural music



Example topics

Data structures for procedural art

Optimized implementations of existing techniques

GPU ports of existing techniques

Open source libraries of existing commercial work

Integration of open source work in commercial engines



Example topics

Procedural humans

Gameplay based on music



Next week:

▪ Select an idea

▪ Do preliminary research

▪ Prepare a small elevator pitch of your idea (1 or 2 slides);

▪ Present it

▪ Receive feedback



Today:

▪ Landscapes

▪ Block assignment

▪ Detail problem introduction

▪ Homework



Tools for procedural 
landscape are typically

2-D



This is great for flight 
simulators…



But for many 
purposes, 2D is 

insufficient.







Voxel games typically 
use low-resolution 

data.





Or use some form of 
interpolation to hide 

the voxels.





Advantages of a voxel-based game world:

▪ Volumetric data (no more height maps)

▪ Detail does not affect performance (in theory)

▪ Discrete coordinates make some aspects of game play programming easier 

▪ Distinctive visual style



Voxel data size:

N3

(e.g.: 1024 x 768 x 1024 x ARGB = 3GB)

Observations:

- Sparse data

- Detail on surfaces

Options: 16-bit color, compression (RLE?), octrees



1.8GB of 
data
5.5 minutes 
to construct



SPARSE VOXEL OCTREE:

Adapts to local detail.
(we store one value for a large block of 
pixels with the same color)

Expected memory usage for a volume (3D) stored in an octree:

Comparable to a plane (2D) with the same dimensions.



Challenges in a voxel-based game world:

▪ Data usage

▪ Building the octree and making on-the-fly changes

▪ Tool chain

▪ Efficient rendering of large game worlds

▪ Distinctive visual style



RESEARCH QUESTIONS:

▪ How feasible is the construction of a fully dynamic voxel engine that 
uses a resolution of, say, 8x Minecraft?

(every Minecraft block is replaced by 8x8x8 voxels, individually modifiable)

▪ How does this affect the tool chain?

▪ How does this affect procedural content generation?



PROCESS:

▪ Exploration: examples of voxel based engines, in games and beyond; 
tools for working with voxels; voxel algorithms.

▪ Determining state-of-the-art.

▪ Detail research: find solutions to open issues, to be combined with 
existing partial solutions.

▪ Create proof of concept.



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NioGCV1VKps
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NioGCV1VKps


https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5AvCxa9Y9NU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5AvCxa9Y9NU


That’s it..
For now.



Next week:

▪ Detail research



Next week:

▪ Select an idea

▪ Do preliminary research

▪ Prepare a small elevator pitch of your idea (1 or 2 slides);

▪ Present it

▪ Receive feedback



THE END
next week: presentations


